
Finding Oasis in Ballito 

It was the swirling blue koi fish and yin & yang design that initially caught 
my eye causing me to stop and look into the restaurant, but then my 
eyes wondered and they feasted on 2 rather large gourmet smash 
burgers being served to a nearby lounge table – I smiled in jealousy as 
the 2 businessmen very quickly folded away their laptops. I then found 
myself stepping through the big open doors and all my senses were 
instantly delighted. The music had gently faded out the rush of the day 
and I realised we were welcoming something very special to this town.

I was greeted by an open and magnetic man, of course the owner; Sean. 
Within minutes the most delicious Cappuccino arrived and we chatted 
away! Sean told me about the concept behind this European-street-cafe-
style restaurant which is uniquely decorated with some of his favourite 
pieces including the largest Himalayan salt rock I have ever seen. After 
working the past 20 years all across the African continent, mainly in the 
hotel industry, Sean decided a new adventure was in order and where 
better than the town of his favourite childhood memories having spent 
many holidays here as a young boy. 

The East Oasis Trading Co. & neighbouring Pizza Pronto was born down 
in old Town Ballito in early August 2015 promising to be a diverse 
attraction for networking, social lunches, cocktail evenings and more 
intimate gatherings. It seems Sean also enjoys supporting and involving 
the North Coast community as all produce for the pub-and-grill-style 
menu is sourced locally and is free range wherever possible.  

We were then interrupted by a local lady who happened to be moving 
home and had brought in some elegant cocktail glasses to give - free of 
charge - to the restaurant, saying she could not think of a better home 
for them. Wow, this was an overwhelming validation of the magnetic 
pull East Oasis has and testimony to the lovely community we live in. 

"I have already met some incredible people. Ballito is an interesting melting pot of different backgrounds and cosmopolitan 
people. “We have had such a warm welcome from the community”, said Sean eagerly as he showed me the vast cocktail menu 
with whispers of half price cocktail days to further elate me. 

I was really starting to love this place and felt myself sink deeper into the calm. With a view of the ocean, mouth-watering menu 
and an in-depth cocktail menu, what else could you ask for? Visit East Oasis and have a chat with Sean and his warm team - you 
will have a magical experience, I promise! 


